
Winter Parenting Guide

Freeze dance breakfast
Every child loves the freeze dance game, in which an adult plays the DJ 
and the rest of the participants dance -- until the music suddenly STOPS -- 
then everyone freezes until the music returns!
For a busy breakffast time, perhaps the music doesn’t start again until the 
dishes are in the dishwasher or until snowsuits are on.
Keep the music and dancing going until the children are out the door. The 
concept also works with Simon Says or Follow the Leader!

Ice Cube explorers
No, we’re not talking about hiring rapper Ice Cube as a babysitter. This 
game is even more fun than that!
Ice cube explorers is the perfect unique fame for a subarctic February! 
Here’s how it works:
• Fill a tall container with water the night before. It works best if the mouth of 
the container is the same width or wider than the body and the base.
• Fill the container with water and drop in various small toys, such as action 
figures, Barbie accessories, toy cars etc.
• Leave the container outside overnight and let it freeze solid
• The next morning, slip the ice out of the container and call the children to 
play!
• Using arctic archeological tools such as salt, eye dropper and squeeze 
bottles to melt the ice and retrieve the toys frozen within

Indoor hopscotch
It’s a long time before your children will play 
basketball and other tried and true schoolyard 
games outside. So, why not bring the imaginary 
schoolyard indoors?
Hopscotch involves lots of moment, exercise and 
energy, but it takes up a fairly small space. Use 
painters tape or old pillows to make a hopscotch 
game in your home. Add an improvised balance 
beam and maybe turn the floor into lava and add 
an extra layer of drama to the game!

February and March can be a tough slog for moms, dads and caregivers 
and it’s no picnic for children and teens, either, if boredom and cabin fever 
set it!
You don’t need Super Powers to beat the big, bad boredom beast!
Parenting is a work in progress!
That’s why Inclusion NWT staff invite the community to share all your best 
activities, crafts, fun recipes and other boredom-buster with us to share in 
our new Winter Parenting Guide! Check out our staff ideas posted here and 
send us your own at: YOUTH@InclusionNWT.ca



Let it snow, let it snow, let them paint!
By February, some of us have had enough of winter weather, but the fun 
is just beginning for our children! The sun is out earlier and hangs around 
later, making outdoor play a creative adventure!
Before your children rise for breakfast, prepare some Snow-painting sup-
plies to coax the children off the couch and outside.
Here’s how to make snow paint (it’s easy!)
• Take a clean, empty spray bottle, add a few drops of food colouring...
• Shake, shake, shake...
• Make your colourful art on a canvas of fresh, white snow!
• Send us photos of your designs if you try it: YOUTH@InclusionNWT.ca

Rug race track
Maybe it’s too cold to dump your children in the snow for 30 minutes in 
the morning. No problem, you can still chill out with a coffee without using 
the TV or iPad as your babysitter.
Before the children wake up, or before you go to bed the night before, 
take some painters’ tape and make a racetrack on your carpet or floor. Be 
creative! A square track may be great for the smaller children, but bigger 
brothers and sisters may appreciate a bigger challenge, such as a track 
that traverses the couch or jumps over an air vent. Add a shoebox garage 
or tunnel for fun. Leave a few toy cars parked along the track and watch 
your children play for 25 minutes after breakfast while you kick back.

Jell-OH NO, you didn’t!
Ever see the popular TV series, The Office? Remember the 
episodes when Jim seals his Dunder Mifflin colleague Dwight’s 
calculator and stapler in Jell-O? Do that with some plastic dino-
saurs or chunky costume jewelry and let your children excavate 
their dessert like an archaeologist!
Here’s how to prepare it the night before:
• Wash the toys first by hand or in the dishwasher
• Use cooking twine or other string to tie the toy to the middle of 
a wooden spoon. Suspend the toy from the spoon so it hangs 
into your bowl or Jell-O mold without touching the bottom or 
sides.
• The object should only have contact with the string to achieve 
the “anti-gravity” effect inside the Jell-O. The rest of the trick is 
fairly simple.
• Prepare five packages of Jell-O as per directions on the box 
and pour it in your container so the toy is completely sub-
merged.
• Place the container into the fridge until the Jell-O is solidified.
• Cut off the string tied around the object and remove it along 
with the wooden spoon it dangled from.
•  Flip the container and start shaking until the Jell-O (and the 
object) is removed.
• And voila! Pretty, isn’t it?  Pretty fun, that is!



Open a dinosaur washing business
Sensory bins are a lot of fun! Put dry pasta shapes, rice, beans or other 
alternatives to sand into a bin and let your children drive trucks through it or 
bury small treasures over and over.
A neat sensory bin idea is to take two bins, such as empty baby wipe con-
tainers, and put dirt and water in one bin and soap and water in the other. 
Then take small plastic dogs, dinosaurs, dolls or cars and get them dirty in 
the mud. Then the toys can have a dip in the bath. Use old tooth brushes 
(first sterilized by a parent in the dishwasher or boiling water) to scrub the 
dogs and dinosaurs clean again. Perhaps your child will narrate this fun 
chore with a story about the party all the toys are cleaning up to attend?

Weekday Chore & Play BINGO
Our work-a-day lives become more fun when there's a game hiding 
around every corner.
On Sunday night, prepare bingo cards for everyone in the family. Include 
a mix of quiet indoor games and active outdoor games, age-appropriate 
chores, crafts and other stuff you’d like to see your family engaged in during 
the work/school week.
At dinner time each evening, discuss which items each member of the 
household stamped on their bingo card during that day.
Once the card is filled on Friday night, treat the family to a weekend reward, 
such as a special dessert, pizza or a movie night! Winner picks the movie!

Taco Tuesdays are boring! Until now...

How to get teens to talk at dinnertime?
Let’s face it, you’re not as cool as your kids. But lucky you, you get to 
hang with the cool crowd every night at supper time if you have a teenager 
in your house! Break the ice with Trivial Pursuit cards or other question 
cards lifted from second hand board games you find online or at thrift (you 
don’t need the board!). Cherry pick some questions and find out who the 
know-it-alls are around the table. If the subject moves on to something else, 
then mission accomplished! Make it a nightly habit.

Why not try TACO SOUP!
Ingredients:
• 1 lb. ground beef or ground turkey
• 1 small onion, chopped
• 1/2 green pepper, chopped
• 1 can kidney beans
• 1 can black beans
• 1 can beef broth
• 1 can petite diced tomatoes
• 1 small can tomato sauce
• 1 can corn 1/2 package of taco sea-
soning (can use the whole package)

Directions:
Brown meat, onion and green pepper.
Place meat in a pot, open all cans 
and add to the meat mixture.
Do not drain or rinse anything, just 
dump and go!
Add taco seasoning and simmer for 
30 minutes 
Tortilla chips make a great garnish!
**This is a freezable meal, so make 
extra and save some for next Tues-
day, too!**



Bed-time routine vs. Bed-time schedule
Bed time may be 7:30pm for your child, but sometimes a child is worn out 
earlier from a busy day, or maybe they’re more wired than tired when the 
clock suggests it’s time for bed.
Having a bed-time routine adults stick to seven days a week is the best way 
to instill helpful sleep habits early on. No matter if you’re ahead of schedule 
or behind schedule, bedtime remains a consistent process (no screens!)
The routine should be about 10-15 mins, longer if it involves a quick bath.

POLICE SKETCH GAME
One child draws a face in eight steps, beginning with: eyes, eyebrows, 
nose, mouth, head, ears, hair and finally details such as a necklace, glass-
es, scar, hat etc. At each step, the artist describes what she is drawing (for 
example: “big, round eyes, bushy eyebrows, loooong nose, laughing mouth 
with two teeth, jelly-bean-shaped head, pointy ears, hair with pigtails and 
a bow-tie.”) After each step is described, all the other players draw along 
with her. (No peeking!) At the end of the game, compare the pictures and 
see how much the sketches resemble each other! Once an adult plays the 
game with a child two or three times, the children will enjoy playing quietly 
on their own while you do whatever you take a breather for 15 minutes.

Lego is too expensive! Or is it?
Lego is almost worth its weight in gold these days, but many children 
love the toy and can play with it for hours in a day. If you want to avoid go-
ing broke to support your child’s passion for plastic blocks, try seeking them 
out at any of the three second-hand stores in town:
• Vinnie’s Flea Market
• The Salvation Army Thrift Store 
• Evergood Stuff Thrift Store: (867) 445-1939 / 5018 47th St.
Lego can sometimes be found for a few dollars for a bag. If you’re on Face-
book, also look on the various local classified pages for cheap blocks. The 
site YKTrader.com is also a good place to look.

Fox & Goose
This is a game your Great Grandma might have played! Using your 
boots, stamp a large circle in the snow with a big X in the centre, as pic-
tured. One player is the fox and everyone else is a goose. The fox is “it” 
and the geese must flee the fox. The geese may only run around the circle, 
while the fox may run around the circle OR cross through the centre of the 
circle using the X in the middle. When a goose is caught, she becomes a 
fox until there is one goose left. That’s when you start the game all over 
again. The game has been around for more than 100 years, but that doesn’t 
mean your children can’t tweek the rules if they’d like! It’s excellent exercise  
and can entertain as many children as fit around the circle for 30+ mins!

• Put on jammies
• Brush teeth
• Chat about tomorrow

• Read a bedtime story or two
• Share a hug and a kiss
• ''Good night, sleep tight...''


